I-Robot Worksheet

Sit back, enjoy the movie but answer the following questions as you watch. Be sure to answer all parts of the questions.

1. What are the three laws of robotics?
   A. 
   B. 
   C. 

   Who created them in real life?

2. Why were the robots created in I-Robot?

3. What was their POSITIVE impact on society and the culture in the world?

4. How are the robots controlled?

   Who originally programmed them?

5. Why was the Lieutenant (Will Smith) so distrustful of robots?

6. How did the robot, who saved the Lieutenant in the car accident from a long time ago, calculate his decision on who to save?

7. In your opinion, was this the right thing to do? Explain why or why not?
8. Which robot in the movie had feelings?
   How was he different than the other robots as far as his programming?

   What did Dr. Lanning do to him to make him unique?

9. What does VIKI stand for?

   She was said to be a positronic brain in the movie- Judging by what she does in the movie, what do you think a positronic brain is?

10. Why did the newer model robots want to kill the other robots that were stored in the containers?

11. Why did the robots in the movie choose to eliminate the humans?

   What law was this based on?

12. How did the robots seem like humans?

13. In your opinion, why would society create or develop such technology?

14. In your opinion, is it right or wrong to develop such technology? Why?

15. In your opinion, how far away are we from having the technology to create robots like in this movie?